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Welcome / Care of your helioSphere

Welcome to experiencing solar time for
your specific spot on the globe with your
heliosphere designs sundial

Parts of your Heliosphere

a

Heliosphere

Before starting, you may use the lid of your HELIOSPHERE
box as a temporary landing pad for your HELIOSPHERE
while you read through this manual.

b Dial Face
c Noon Marker
d Latitude Gage

e

Arc Base

f
g

Caring for your heliosphere timepiece

North Alignment Marker
Latitude Alignment Marker

To help prevent scratches and fingerprints, take care
when handling or aligning your HELIOSPHERE sundial by
always using the microfiber cloth provided. Always use
a clean cloth and avoid rubbing dirt on the surface as this
can cause scratches.
Never clean your HELIOSPHERE with any abrasive paper
goods or ammonia, baking soda, or bleach based cleaning
products.

h

temporary
landing pad

i

microfiber 		
cloth

This timepiece is not intended for children under 12 years
in age. Adult supervision is required for all use.
With normal use as provided in your set-up manual, the
HELIOSPHERE sundial carries a one year limited warranty
on workmanship and materials. (see pg. 16, 17 for details)

Invert box lid
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Heliosphere overview
About HELIOSPHERE

table of contents

The HELIOSPHERE can be enjoyed by sundial novices and
aficionados alike. The HELIOSPHERE evolved not only as
a solar timepiece but also as a design element intended to
evoke delight and to elicit connections with time and place.

part 1: Quick set up

Any area receiving direct sunlight would benefit from this
sculptural solar instrument that brings a pattern of light as
well as an understanding of one’s location within our solar
system that makes this light possible.
It is hoped that you will enjoy experiencing the seasonal
patterns of living light to connect with your specific spot on
our globe.
The HELIOSPHERE can be rotated within its base unit to
match your site’s specific location to indicate the time of day.
As a reliable timepiece, the HELIOSPHERE displays a pattern
of light on the dialface that varies with the season. Accuracy is
legible to the quarter hour and can improve with experience in
observing the pattern light. Solar time can also be converted
to standard time or daylight savings time.
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For a quick set up, and to begin experiencing the patterns of
light on your HELIOSPHERE, follow the guidelines outlined
in part one. To further appreciate our relationship to time,
follow the guidelines for converting solar time to clock time
as outlined in part two.

Note: The HELIOSPHERE dial face is designed and this “equation of time” is intended for use in the Western Hemisphere,
North of the Equator.
For assistance in adjusting your HELIOSPHERE in other parts of
the world visit: heliospheredesigns.com
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System Requirements
What you need before starting.

finding true north

To set up your HELIOSPHERE sundial will require several
important parameters (you may write your specific figures
into boxes provided on pages 5, 6, 12).

Using a compass is not completely accurate, therefore you
may want to adjust your compass to True North. First, Locate
the North Star (the last star in the handle of the little dipper
constellation). This can be found by tracing a line from the
last two stars in the cup of the Big Dipper.

For additional help determining these parameters visit:
Heliospheredesigns.com

Little Dipper
finding North
North Star
Find Magnetic North using a compass. Once found, correct
your compass to reflect a True North heading. A listing of
easterly and westerly magnetic variations is shown below
for various US cities.
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City

Magnetic Variation

Boston, MA

15° W

New York City, NY

13° W

Washington DC

11° W

Jacksonville, FL	

6° W

Chicago, IL	

4° W

Memphis, TN

1° W

Houston, TX

3° E

Denver, CO

9° E

Phoenix, AZ

11° E

Los Angeles, CA	

12° E

San Francisco, CA

14° E

Seattle, WA

17° E

Anchorage, AK

18° E

Honolulu, HI

10° E

Big Dipper

Easterly
Magnetic
Variation

J  North / South Axis

Note: You may wish to select a landmark along your
North / South Axis for ease in finding North in the future
or during the day.
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Finding latitude & longitude

k

Your Latitude

l

Your Longitude		

K

latitude

Latitude
Equator

Approximate locations of some US cities (listed East to West)
City
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Lat.

Long.

Boston, MA

42.3 N

71.1 W

New York City, NY

40.7 N

74.0 W

Washington DC

38.9 N

77.0 W

Jacksonville, FL	

30.3 N

81.6 W

Chicago, IL	

41.9 N

87.6 W

Memphis, TN

35.1 N

90.0 W

Houston, TX

29.8 N

95.3 W

Denver, CO

39.7 N

105.0 W

Phoenix, AZ

33.5 N

112.0 W

Los Angeles, CA	

34.0 N

118.2 W

Seattle, WA

47.6 N

122.3 W

San Francisco, CA

37.7 N

122.4 W

Anchorage, AK

61.2 N

149.9 W

Honolulu, HI

21.3 N

157.9 W

L

longitude

Longitude

Sun's movement
over one degree of
longitude = 4 minutes.
See later steps on pages
12–15 that reference
this movement in the
equation of time.
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North Alignment

North Alignment & solar noon

1

5 Carefully unwrap your HELIOSPHERE a and using the
Microfiber Cloth i place it onto the base.

Remove the Arc Base e provided in your packing kit.

2

Place the wrapped HELIOSPHERE a on the temporary
“foam” Landing Pad h while you prepare for the alignment
of your Arc Base e.

a
a

H

e
e

3

Place the Arc Base e in a sunny window or spot that
receives direct sunlight

g

6 Align the Noon Marker c with the North Alignment
Marker f on the base.

4

Orient your Arc Base e by aligning the North
Alignment Marker f with your North / South Axis j.
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9

Latitude Alignment

Experiencing Solar Time
Reading your HELIOSPHERE

7 Carefully rotate the HELIOSPHERE a to align the
Latitude Gage d with your location’s Latitude k, by
centering that number over Latitude Alignment Marker g.

You are now set to engage in your experience
of Solar Time.

8 Look for a bright spot of light on Dial Face b.

View from
this side.

Center k number
over rod g

2:00 pm

c

f

As a sculptural solar timepiece, you may enjoy witnessing
Solar Time on your HELIOSPHERE, with its moving patterns
of light in conjunction with the ever changing rhythm of
the seasons.

Fine Tuning: Witnessing Patterns of Living Lights
Pattern of light will
elongate and shorten with
changing seasons
Bright spot of light

With experience in viewing your HELIOSPHERE, you may
recognize a distinctive tear drop pattern of light illuminating
the dialface. Depending on your specific atmospheric conditions
you may need to fine tune your true north/south alignment to
achieve the greatest clarity in the visible shape of light.
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converting solar time for your time zone
Until the invention of railroads and the telegraph, each city
kept its own local mean solar time. Clocks today are set to
the local time zones shown below. Each time zone brackets
a “time meridian” (longitude) defined around the world at
15 degree intervals of longitude.
10:00 am

11:00 am

You may convert the solar time as witnessed on your
HELIOSPHERE to the standard time of clocks within your
time zone by using the “Equation of Time” (below).

12:00 pm

1:00 pm

Time Zone
Meridians

120 W Pacific

m

Daylight savings
time adjustment:
to find daylight
savings, add
one hour to
standard time.

105 W Mountain

90 W Central

75 W Eastern

converting solar time for the season
Your Time Zone Meridian

Equation for solar Time  standard time
Standard time = Solar Time (As Witnessed on your
sundial) – 4x (Time Zone Meridian m – Location’s
Longitude l) – Seasonal Variation noted in Seasonal
Diagram (See page 14–15)
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As the Earth speeds up or slows down in its elliptical orbit,
add or subtract the seasonal variation to convert solar time
to standard time. See averaged monthly seasonal variation
values and equation examples on following page.
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averaged monthly seasonal variations
( in minutes )
Nov +14.6
Oct

Sep

Dec

+4.1

+13.9

Jan

-9.4
Feb

-13.8
Mar

-8.6
Apr

-0.2

+5.0

May
Aug

-3.8

Jun
Jul

+3.3

-0.5

-5.5

Conversion examples
Salt Lake City / November
Latitude: 40.8 N Longitude: 111.9 W
Mountain time zone meridian: 105 W

New york city / June
Latitude: 40.7 N Longitude: 74.0 W
Eastern time zone meridian: 75 W

Standard Time = Solar Time – (4 x (Mountain Time Zone
Meridian – Longitude)) – (Seasonal variation for Nov.)
= Solar Time – (4 x (105 – 111.9)) – (+14.6)
= Solar Time – 4 x (–6.9) – 14.6
= Solar Time + 27.6 – 14.6
= Solar Time + 13 minutes

Standard Time = Solar Time – (4 x (Eastern Time Zone
Meridian – Longitude)) – (Seasonal variation for June)
= Solar Time – (4 x (75 – 74.0)) – (–0.5)
= Solar Time – 4 x (1.0) + 0.5
= Solar Time – 4.0 + 0.5
= Solar Time – 3.5
≈ Solar Time – 3 minutes

		
chicago / February
Latitude: 41.9 N Longitude: 87.6 W
Central time zone meridian: 90 W

		
los angeles / August
Latitude: 34.0 N Longitude: 118.2 W
Pacific time zone meridian: 120 W

Standard Time = Solar Time – (4 x (Central Time Zone
Meridian - Longitude)) – (Seasonal variation for Feb.)
= Solar Time – (4 x (90 – 87.6)) – (–13.8)
= Solar Time – 4 x (2.4) + 13.8
= Solar Time – 9.6 + 13.8
= Solar Time + 4.2
≈ Solar Time + 4 minutes

Standard Time = Solar Time – (4 x (Pacific Time Zone
Meridian – Longitude)) – (Seasonal variation for Aug.)
= Solar Time – (4 x (120 – 118.2)) – (–3.8)
= Solar Time – 4 x (1.8) + 3.8
= Solar Time – 7.2 + 3.8
= Solar Time – 3.4
≈ Solar Time – 3 minutes
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